[An NMR study of the temperature dependence of the coefficient of water self-diffusion through lipid bilayer membranes].
The temperature dependence of the coefficient of water self-diffusion through plane-parallel lipid multilayers of the phospholipid dioleoylphosphatidylcholine oriented on a glass support has been studied in the temperature range of 20-60 degrees C by the method of NMR with magnetic field pulse gradient. The values of the coefficients of transbilayer water diffusion are by four orders of magnitude less than for bulky water and ten times less than the coefficients of lateral diffusion of the lipid under the same conditions. The temperature dependence of the coefficient of water diffusion is described by the Arrhenius law with an apparent activation energy of about 41 kJ/mol, which far exceeds the activation energy for the diffusion of bulky water (18 kJ/mol). The experimental data were analyzed using a "dissolving-diffusion" model, by simulating the passage of water through membrane channels, and by analyzing the exchange of water molecules in states with different modes of translation mobility, including pore channels and bilayer "defects". Each of the approaches used made it possible to take the significance of bilayer permeability for the apparent energy of activation of water diffusion into account and estimate the energies of activation of water diffusion in the hydrophobic moiety of the bilayer, which were found to be close to the values for bulky water. The coefficients of water diffusion in the system under examination and the coefficients of permeation of water through the bilayer were estimated, and the effect of bilayer "defects" on the coefficients of water diffusion along and across bilayers was studied.